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CONNECTING WA WITH A SINGLE COMMON OPERATING PICTURE
•WebEOC Fusion connects WebEOC systems together
•Based upon permissions, information is exchanged
•Information is stored during an outage
•Information is retransmitted upon connection
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WebEOC Fusion = Boundless Situational Awareness
WebEOC® and ESi® are registered trademarks of ESi Acquisition, Inc. MapTac™ and ESiWebFUSION™ are trademarks of ESi
Acquisition, Inc.

Western Australia
Western Australia covers more than 2.6 million sq. kilometres (that’s 10,021,748 sqm – the combined
size of Alaska and Texas) with 2.6 million people spread across the entire state

DFES is responsible for fire management across the whole of Western Australia.
DFES comprises of more than 1600 operational personnel and corporate staff members. It also has an
extensive network of more than 27,000 volunteers engaged in the delivery of services to the community.
DFES works in collaboration with Western Australian communities and other government agencies to help
prevent, prepare for, respond to and recover from diverse hazards including fires, cyclones and floods.
Challenges include severe bushfires in the Southwest to cyclones in the North.

BACKGROUND.
• The State’s bushfire season is high-pressure and high-risk. Exacerbated by WA’s differing weather
patterns and sometimes difficult terrains, it is a time that requires avid attention to detail and
tremendous response and recovery efforts
• Following two very severe fires, both of which were subject to Major Incident Reviews, and a request
from the State’s governing emergency management body, DFES followed in the footsteps of Western
Australia Police and replaced their end-of-life and increasingly archaic incident management system
with WebEOC, a web-enabled crisis management solution that would allow them to confidently and
collaboratively manage incidents end-to-end within a common operating picture
• Although a number of agencies have committed to using a CIMS, each instance of the CIMS database
operates independently, with no mechanism to share information automatically
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REASON TO IMPLEMENT A WEB-BASED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION
1

Current system was obsolete

2
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The need to share information internally between IMT, ROC, MOC, SOC

Result of the reviews criticizing DFES on their incident management systems and process

ISSUES IMPACTING DFES – KEY OBJECTIVES & REQUIREMENTS
Lack of interagency
communication

Limited capacity to
manage multiple
incidents simultaneously

were apparent in a
number of inquiries
into bushfire
incidents

Delays in sending fire
related messages to the
public

Inadequate incident
management system

AN INTUITIVE SYSTEM CONFIGURED TO BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
There were three crucial aspects defined by DFES that the platform needed to deliver on in order to adhere to the
SEMC’s plan for a common Crisis Information Management System (CIMS).

CIMS

The system would need to support a streamlined process in which to capture, store and distribute incident information and, in
turn, enable DFES to significantly improve their effectiveness and efficiency in managing incidents

Having assessed and refined the different requirements for data capture, storage and distribution, DFES needed the system to be able to
handle a varied range of input and output mediums, as well as integrate seamlessly with other operating systems, allowing information
to be shared with frontline staff via mobile devices if needed

To ensure the timely and uncorrupted delivery of information from first responders to the command centre and vice versa, the platform
would need to offer uninterrupted flow and distribution pathways allowing data to get through in a timely manner during an incident

REASON TO IMPLEMENT A WEB-BASED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION
The benefits of WebEOC became increasingly clear:

1

this was a system that offered a single common operating picture
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could be expanded or exclusively configured when needed to meet DFES’s unique requirements and
business rules

would integrate with DFES’s other incident management systems

BUILDING RESILIENCE AND MINIMISING RISK

the ability to send SMS alerts from
within WebEOC to response
personnel during an emergency

used as the central medium for DFES’s
Operational Preparedness Briefing

provides them with a transparent
overview of their forecast risk and
readiness, as well as staff resourcing
levels at a state and regional level

ENHANCING COMMUNICATIONS WITH WA COMMUNITIES
• In October 2016, the EmergencyWA website was launched
• EmergencyWA encompasses a streamlined process in which to
disseminate warnings and alerts whilst simultaneously publishing
content across multiple channels including email, social media, RSS feeds
and WebEOC

• DFES had again implemented a solution that would ensure resilience for
their department and WA communities in times of strife. Increased
efficiency in the distribution of incident and warning notifications to the
public and media, as well as a user-friendly and easily accessible
interface, has given Western Australians a true, real-time view of
warnings and incidents, allowing them to be informed and prepared

CONNECTING WA WITH A SINGLE COMMON OPERATING PICTURE

Alongside WA Police and DFES’s successful implementation of WebEOC as their CIMS at the request of
SEMC, a number of key agencies throughout the state followed suit. The Department of Health
(including St. John Ambulance) and Main Roads WA had already implemented WebEOC in 2009, and in
the years following, Public Transport Authority (PTA), Western Australian Water Corporation and the
Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development (DPIRD) introduced WebEOC to meet
their own emergency management requirements

CONNECTING WA WITH A SINGLE COMMON OPERATING PICTURE
• State Incidents: A simplified, over-arching view consistently accessible to all agencies that provides
real-time information on major incidents they each may be dealing with.
• State Activities: An inter-agency activity log that provides a consolidated view of each agency’s
involvement in response to any incidents.
• Situation Reports (SitReps): To ensure situational awareness for all users, agencies can file a SitRep in
order to provide a summary of current situations, current risks and issues, and any planned activities
over the coming period.
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